I

ssigonis was born in 1906 into the Greek cosmopolitan community of the Greek port Smyrna (now İzmir, Turkey) in Asia Minor. The son
of Greek and German parents, he inherited British citizenship via his father and developed very “English” attitudes. Because Alec and his
parents were British subjects, they were evacuated to Malta by British Royal Marines in September 1922, ahead of the Great Fire of Smyrna
and the Turkish re-possession of Smyrna at the end of the Greco-Turkish War (1919–1922). Following the death of his father in 1922, Alec
and his mother moved to the UK in 1923. Alec studied engineering at Battersea Polytechnic in London.

T

he career of Alec Issigonis went into the motor industry as
an engineer and designer working for Humber and competed successfully in motor racing during the 1930s and 1940s. In
1936, he moved to Morris Motors Limited at Cowley working on
an independent front suspension system for the Morris 10. The
war prevented this design from going into production but it was
later used on the MG Y-type. He worked on various projects for
Morris through the war and towards its end started work on an
advanced post war car codenamed Mosquito that became the
Morris Minor, which was produced from 1948 until 1971.

T

he Morris Minor remained in production from 1948 to 1971. A
reliable car with excellent steering and cornering qualities, it was
the first all-British car to pass the one million mark in sales; surviving
models are still cherished by owners and collectors.

MINOR MM

T

he original Minor MM series was produced from 1948 until 1953.
It included a pair of four-seat saloons, two-door and (from 1950) a
four-door, and a convertible four-seat Tourer. The front torsion bar
suspension was shared with the larger Morris Oxford MO, as was the
almost-unibody construction. Image of car model shown above.

T

he boxy, inexpensive, fuel-efficient Mini used a transverse engine
to power its front wheels time and thus could comfortably seat
four passengersdespite being only 10 feet (3 m) long. Itspracticality
and affordability made it immediately popular; by the time of Issigonis’
death more than five million had been sold.

MARK I

T

he First Mini in production version shown to the press in April
1959, and by August several thousand vehicles had been produced
ready for sales.
The sales were not very promising after the launch, but the Mini became a hit through the 60s, with a total of 1,190,000 Mk I’s produced.
It is being rumored that the MK I wasn’t profitable for BMC, because it
was sold at a lower price than the production costs, in order to be competitive on the market. Some even say that was due to an accounting
error. A thing is for sure though, that the MK I got its own place into
the culture of the 1960s.
MARK II

I

n the late 60s Issigonis had been working for a replacement for the
original Mini. That was supposed to be shorter and more powerful
than the MK I, but due to management decisions at BMC it was not
built. Instead of that the Mk II was released, featuring a redesigned
front grille (which remained like that from that point) and also a larger
rear window among other cosmetic changes. The Mk II Minis was
produced in 429,000 pieces.
MARK III

T
MINOR SERIES II

I

he Mk III Mini had a series of body modifications, the most serious of which were the larger doors with concealed hinges. Also
the suspension was reverted from Hydrolastic to rubber system for
cost-saving purposes. Also the boot lid lost the original hinged number plate got instead a large rear colour coded lamp. It also featured
larger rear side windows.

n 1952, the Minor line was updated with an Austin-designed 803 cc
(49.0 cu in) overhead valve A-series engine, replacing the original
side-valve unit. The engine had been designed for the Minor’s main
competition, the Austin A30, but became available as Austin and Morris were merged into the British Motor Corporation.
MINOR 1000

T

he car was again updated in 1956 when the engine was increased
in capacity to 948 cc (57.9 cu in). The two-piece split windscreen
was replaced with a curved one-piece one and the rear window was
enlarged. Image of car model shown below.

MARK IV - VII

T

he later MKs, IV to VII featured mainly technical modifications
that included a front rubber mounted sub-frame with single tower
bolts, twin stalk indicators with larger foot pedals, 8.4 inch brake discs
and plastic wheel arches. Beginning with 1990 engine mounting points
were moved forward to accommodate 78 cui power units with the HIF
carb version.

